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Introduction

F

inal control elements like valves, positioners and switches may seem simple, but new methods and
technologies are continually being developed, and regularly occurring problems continue to need
to be solved. This edition of InTech Focus centers on fundamentals related to final control elements,

including of troubleshooting the control loops related to them, understanding how to calculate rated
capacity, eliminating valve noise, and understanding ISA100 wireless valve control.
InTech Focus is an electronic periodical from ISA, brought to you in conjunction with Automation.
com. This series of ebooks focuses on the fundamentals of essential automation components, such as
instrumentation, final control elements, networks, drives, and more. Readers will learn how to choose
them, apply them, calibrate them, and optimize their contribution to efficient operations.

Find other ebooks in the series at www.automation.com/library/resources.
View and subscribe to InTech Magazine, newsletters and ebooks at https://isa.org/intech.
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Choosing the
Right Positioner
By Scott Kratz, VAC Valve Accessories & Controls

O

ften times when a complete control valve assembly is ordered the positioner supplied is not
the best choice for the application. Choosing the correct positioner requires an understanding
of the different types of positioners available and their features. It is also important to know

what the user requires or needs to properly operate their control valves. For the purposes of this article we
will discuss some questions that need to be asked to help choose the correct positioner, the differences
between analog and digital positioners and the benefits of each.
The first question to ask when sourcing the correct positioner—
Will the positioner be used in a system with a DCS that can communicate bi-directionally or is the
system a Digital Bus system?
If the answer is yes to either of these then a digital unit will be the correct positioner as Foundation
Fieldbus and Profi-bus communication will both require the use of a digital positioner. For bi-directional
communication with a Hart system a digital positioner will be needed as well.
If the answer is no or the DCS uses Hart but bi-directional communication is not used then a digital
or an analog positioner could be used. Deciding between digital and analog will require understanding
the differences and features of each.
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Digital positioner benefits:
Bi-directional communication
This allows data to be collected from the DCS or control room that is sent from the positioner in the form
of diagnostic alarms, stroke counters, position feedback, etc. This data used in conjunction with Asset
Management software can help schedule maintenance and predict valve failures. This information can
often lead to showing that other instruments in the system have become unstable. For positioners that
are not easily accessed bi-directional communication can allow remote calibration.
Accuracy
Digital signals are either on or off and as such a digital positioner’s accuracy can be measured in steps.
These steps are often very small and it takes several step changes to enact a change on the actuator. This
accuracy is very helpful in smaller linear actuators but is often lost or negated on actuators with large
volumes and high stiction.
Ease of Calibration
Living in today’s push button world a digital positioner fits right in. Often times with the push of a single
button or a couple of buttons followed by a few minutes of waiting the positioner will be calibrated. The
calibration can also be accomplished remotely with a handheld communicator, laptop or tablet with the
use of the correct asset management software.
Ease of Loop Tuning
The changing of parameters in a digital positioner allows for the fine tuning of a control loop.
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Analog positioner benefits:
Simplicity
Analog positioners are simple rugged devices. Some positioners are simpler than others but it is easier
to identify and understand the components and their functionality than that of digital positioners.
Reliability/Maintenance
Analog positioners are proven technology with simple construction. The simple construction makes it
easy to identify a component that may need replacing. Most only require a few parts to keep as spares
at a fraction of the cost of a complete unit. These 2 or 3 components are often all that is required to
return a unit back to service. These components can often be replaced in only a few minutes with no
need to remove the unit from the actuator. This can save a large amount of downtime allowing the unit
to be returned to service quickly.
Versatility
One analog positioner can be installed on almost any valve in a facility. Analog positioners are rotary
devices that only need the mounting kit to be changed in order to adapt to a linear or rotary actuator.
Accuracy
The accuracy of an analog positioner will rival or better the accuracy of a digital positioner when properly
calibrated. The analog positioner will respond directly to a change in signal with no need for translation
of digital on/off steps. The positioner will increase air output to overcome any stiction without waiting
on the next step.
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Make the choice yours.
In summary, companies that market both digital and analog products can offer the correct choice based
on the actual requirement of the application versus pushing a single solution. Large manufactures often
drive the digital products due to a heavy investment in the digital market with little or no developments
in analog products. When looking at the up front cost, installed cost, maintenance cost and relate those
costs to performance and need, the company that puts the choice in the hands of the user, is generally
evaluating the user’s best interest.
Valve Accessories & Controls Inc. (vacaccessories.com) designs, manufactures
and markets positioners for controlling actuators in various flow control markets.
A network of stocking distributors supports local markets, and additional factory
inventory is maintained in Service Centers in Chelsea (Birmingham) Alabama and
Manchester, England.
Scott Kratz,
General Manager, VAC
Valve Accessories & Controls

THE PROVEN VAC POSITIONERS.
SIMPLE • RELIABLE
QUALITY PRODUCTS
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VA LV E A C C E S S O R I E S & C O N T R O L S , I N C .
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T E L : 205.678.0507 • FA X : 205.678.0510
VA C A C C E S S O R I E S .C O M
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Wireless
Valve
Control
By Shuji Yamamoto

I

t took many years, but wireless technology has become accepted by skeptical instrument engineers
worldwide. When ISA100 Wireless instrumentation first appeared in 2010, engineers were nervous
about reliability and noise immunity. Since then, millions of hours of successful operations have been

recorded, and wireless is now often the first choice for new plant construction and revamps.
One major reason is cost. Wired transmitters require a wired infrastructure, which can include a power
supply, cabling, conduit, and cable trays to bring the signal to a field junction box or marshalling cabinet, along with I/O devices at the control and monitoring system to accept the transmitter’s 4-20 mA or
fieldbus signal. This can make a wired transmitter installation a very expensive and difficult undertaking.
Battery-powered wireless transmitters do not need the wired infrastructure or power supply, so they can
be installed quickly and inexpensively.
Although few engineers now hesitate to use wireless for monitoring purposes, wireless valve control
has not enjoyed such success, often due to latency, along with the safety and reliability required for
closed-loop systems.

Overcoming latency
In a 4-20 mA wired system, the signal is always present. The control system can read a level transmitter,
determine that a valve needs to close, send the appropriate signal to the valve controller via a 4-20 mA
signal, and the loop is closed almost immediately. Not so with standard wireless.
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A wireless level transmitter is typically battery powered. To save battery life, the transmitter normally
is set to send a wireless signal every second, or less frequently depending on the application. The wireless
signal is relayed by other wireless transmitters in a mesh network arrangement until it arrives at a gateway. There, it is added to the plant’s network and arrives at the control system.
The control system determines that the valve should close and sends the appropriate signal over the
network. The network delivers it to a wireless router, which transmits it to the valve controller. Total time
elapsed is probably a minimum of 1 or 2 seconds depending on the signal frequency, but it could be
much longer-perhaps 10 seconds or more, depending on latency in the type of mesh network. In particular, mesh networks with auto reconstruction of communication paths can substantially delay signal
propagation. For a control or safety valve, 10 seconds is entirely too much time. A tank could overflow
while the valve awaits a close command. Fortunately, there are ways to address this issue, starting with
selecting the right wireless mesh network.

Mesh methods
Three types of wireless mesh systems are used in the process industries:
l

Fully automatic: In this system, the path through the mesh is automatically determined and can vary.
If, for example, a tractor-trailer parks so as to block a transmitter or gateway, the mesh automatically
routes around it. It may require routing through three or four additional transmitters or repeaters, and
it can take time to complete this rerouting. Advantages of an automatic system are that instrument
engineers do not have to set the mesh route, and the system can automatically compensate for equipment failures and temporary blockages.

l

Semi-automatic mesh: In this otherwise automatic mesh system, engineers can set the mesh path for
some transmitters.

l

Fixed mesh: The mesh path for every transmitter is determined manually.
An automatic mesh may be unsuitable for wireless valve control-and many other real-time control

functions-because the latency cannot be determined beforehand. It frequently varies because of interference or noise on the path of signal propagation. Therefore, fully automated meshes often degrade
real-time performance.
A semi-automatic or fixed mesh system enables reliable, real-time communication and near instantaneous discovery of path failure. With a fixed mesh system, the latency for a specific transmitter can be
calculated during the design stage. Ideally, for a control valve application, engineers will set paths so the
critical components in real-time control (the sensor, such as a level or pressure transmitter, and the valve
controller, for example) will have direct, line-of-sight paths to gateways, eliminating any “hops” and
minimizing latency.
Although some applications require lower or higher performance, the ISA100 Wireless standard aims
to ensure systems can transmit command signals within 1 second. This is because it was primarily developed under the principle that 1-second latency covers a reasonable range of applications without involv-
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ing painful trade-offs or asking the user to apply unproven control concepts. Maintaining and supporting
these existing operating principles is one of the key benefits of using ISA100 Wireless technology.

One-second transmission times and reliable communication
Safety operations are already exploiting the ability of ISA100 Wireless to provide 1-second transmission
times, with safety systems set up in numerous refineries and process plants using ISA100 Wireless networks. For example, an ISA100 Wireless adapter can be installed on an on-off valve (figure 1), so the
control system can shut a valve in a minimum of 2 seconds, but the total response time will depend on
the publication period of the control signal. For example, the device shown in figure 1 accepts signals
once every 2 seconds, but other devices may introduce longer delays.
A monitoring example is a PROFIsafe system using ISA100 Wireless to connect a gas detector to a
safety programmable logic controller. In gas detection, sensor data must be quickly transmitted to a
safety system when hazardous gases are detected. Using the PROFIsafe protocol over ISA100 Wireless
ensures correct message sequencing, message content, device address, and parameterization. The implementation relies on the low latency, reliability, error handling, and security intrinsic to ISA100 Wireless to
meet SIL 2 standards.
In these kinds of applications, response speed is critical, but must also be accompanied by a high level
of reliability. Organizations can achieve this by using ISA100 Wireless’s automatic retransmission feature.
The packet arrival rate is an indicator of the certainty of data transmission. A packet arrival rate of 90
percent means packets will arrive nine times in 10 transmissions. The calculation of the packet arrival rate
with retransmissions is shown below.
l

In the case of one actual transmission +
one retransmission: (1 - 0.1 • 0.1) = data
arrival rate 99 percent

l

In the case of one actual transmission +
three retransmissions: (1 - 0.1 • 0.1 • 0.1
• 0.1) = data arrival rate 99.99 percent

Figure 1. With proper project application engineering considering
system dynamics, a simple ISA100
Wireless adapter allows this on/
off valve to be reliably and quickly
controlled.
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As the calculations show, when the number of retransmissions increases, the reliability of communication rapidly increases.

Doubling reliability
The ISA100 Wireless Duo-cast system is a redundant fixed mesh (figure 2) that provides extremely high
reliability by delivering data to the controller in a predetermined time, even if the wireless communication
and the wireless access point have a single failure. Essentially, critical measurements are sent directly to
two gateways simultaneously, ensuring that one of them will get through. This has the reliability needed
for both wireless valve monitoring and control and for other critical real-time control applications.
With its 1-second latency time and reliability from automatic retransmission and Duo-cast, a welldesigned ISA100 Wireless instrumentation network can operate as dependably as wired I/O in most
critical applications, including valve control.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Shuji Yamamoto is a wireless solutions specialist for Yokogawa (yokogawa.com), maker of industrial network products employed at the device, host, and solution levels. Yokogawa supports a wide variety of
Fieldbus technologies, including conventional 4-20mA, wired digital networks, and wireless ISA100.11a.

Figure 2. The ISA100 Wireless Duo-cast
function gives a critical wireless transmitter
a redundant path to a gateway.
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7 Switch Myths Busted

By John Sestito, United Electric Controls

I

t’s been more than 80 years since the introduction and evolution
of switch technology. In that time there has been significant technological breakthroughs that are proving common misconceptions

about switches shortcomings in industry to no longer be true. Seven
common myths surrounding switches are analyzed in this paper in conjunction with new high-tech electronic switch designs that are proven
to solve historically problematic implementations in the industrial process industries, from the plant to OEM manufacturers. Readers will
acquire a better understanding of these new technologies available to
improve safety, process efficiency and control.
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MYTH 1:
Switches are blind dumb devices
Prior generations of switches were incapable of displaying process measurements locally, which forced
installation of local gauges resulting in a more complex design, increased leak paths and overall cost.
Additionally, operators were unaware when installed switches stopped functioning in the field, due to
mechanical failure of moving parts within the switch. Switches
required removal from service and manual testing for functionality,
which often resulted in the control or safety function foregoing

Today’s generation of

protection for days, weeks or even longer. In today’s modern work-

switches can offer

force, this is becoming less and less acceptable.

electronic platforms

These industry-wide problems inspired manufactures to innovate the next generation of electronic switches that incorporate

that reduce setup and

integrated LCDs for local display of process variable measurements,

programming to a matter

along with internal diagnostics for monitoring the health of the

of seconds

device. The addition of LCDs and device diagnostics increases uptime and improves overall plant safety. For plant operators, knowing the health of the switch allows
technicians to repair devices using modern best practices of a predictive maintenance program in favor of
traditional preventative techniques. Plant operators can better plan their maintenance program schedules
while original equipment manufacturers (OEM) benefit from a reduction in installed components, fittings
and leak paths, and a more dependable turnkey product for their customers.

MYTH 2:
Switches require difficult and time consuming mechanical adjustments
Set point and dead band adjustments are a nuisance for operators and technicians. Traditional switches
require removal from service and calibration on a bench in the maintenance shop. Installation instructions
are not always available for older devices, leading to wasted time searching for documentation. Delicate
adjustments were required to achieve desired set points as the deadbands, (the dead time where no action happens) varied by manufacturer based on the microswitch inside the device. More often than not,
instruments were mishandled leading to premature failure due to inexperienced technicians.
Today’s generation of switches can offer electronic platforms that reduce setup and programming to a
matter of seconds. A user interface on the local LCD provides simple prompts that allow users to program
switch set points instantly without the need to remove the instrument from the process. Deadband and
set point are now 100 percent adjustable over the range, allowing operators to choose the desired range
based on application requirements.
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MYTH 3:
Switches are unsafe in Critical Applications—Not Appropriate for SIS
Industrial process plants are pushing processes pressure and temperature limits to new boundaries in
an effort to stay competitive in a global market. Many of the systems designed 20 years ago were not
intended to run at these process extremes. It is only a matter of time before these systems fail.
Safety instrumented systems (SIS) are an added layer of protection put in place in order to mitigate
and reduce operational risks that effect the process, people and the environment. These systems require
devices that have been rigorously tested by third party agencies to verify the level of reliable performance.
Based on the strict performance requirements of SIS, some electronic hybrid safety systems have been
developed that integrate the functionality of a switch, transmitter, logic solver/trip alarm and relay in a
single enclosure have been certified to meet these needs. The switch portion of the device provides a
direct digital output (relay output) to a final element that will promptly bring a process to a safe state in
the event of a process upset. The embedded analog transmitter output signal can be used for trending
to determine the health of the device and the process. With SIL 2 and 3 certification, this offers operators a product that matches the demanding performance requirements for safety instrumented systems.
Unlike the past, it is not necessary to replace switches with transmitters when upgrading legacy systems
or designing new functional safety loops for additional layers of protection.

Myth 4:
Switches are problematic in tough environments
Whether installed on plant rotating equipment, such as turbines, or
on demanding OEM auxiliary equipment, such as pumps or compressors, switches are required to function in tough environments
that include shock, vibration, heat and pressure. Vibration is one of
the leading causes of electromechanical switch failure. Most switches are mechanical in design and utilize a plunger to activate a microswitch. In areas of high shock and vibration, the plunger position can
fluctuate and lead to false trips.
For today’s solid-state electronic switches, some have provided
a solution to the common problems with mechanical switches installed in high vibration applications. With no moving parts, these
electronic switches can be mounted directly to the equipment or process without connecting impulse
lines to isolate them from equipment vibration. Several turbine manufacturers and end users operating
large compressors in petrochemical plants are experiencing increased reliability and fewer false trips with
new electronic switches, compared to its predecessor, the electromechanical switch.
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Myth 5:
You can only deploy electromechanical switches when line power is unavailable
Most pressure switches sold over the past 80 years were designed to operate without line power by incorporating a sensor that measures the force on a plunger that would actuate a microswitch to perform
an operation.
The first generation of digital switches required the plant to run additional wires (line power) to power
the electronics. This was not met with open arms by industry for mechanical switch upgrades because of
the costly price of wiring, labor, time and permits needed.
However, the next generation of solid state electronic
switches have developed a wire for wire, direct drop in replacement (same 2 wires) for older mechanical switches.

Today’s process plants run their
processes faster and hotter than

The two wire electronic switches operate on an energy

originally designed to optimize

harvesting principle that powers itself from the host device

profit.

(i.e. Programmable Logic Controller PLC) over the same two
wires. Today, we have the ability to replace a blind dumb mechanical switch with a solid-state electronic
switch that offers a digital gauge, switch and transmitter in one instrument without adding additional
wiring or hardware.

Myth 6:
Switches are an antiquated technology
Today’s process plants run their processes faster and hotter than originally designed to optimize profit.
Ultimately, these plants will have to initiate modernization projects to support new market demands. Old
switches provided users with digital, on-off signals that were either wired to control a piece of equipment directly or sent to a PLC for alarm functionality. As plants go through modernization projects, they
restructure control system input/outputs (I/O) to support more analog signals than digital signals used
in the past. Transmitters are commonly chosen and recommended over switches, however transmitters alone do not provide internal control functionality like the new generation of solid state electronic
switches because transmitters must be connected in conjunction to a separate trip alarm.
These modernization projects are costly requiring new equipment such as updated wiring, I/O, and
costly redesign, and result in significant downtime. The average process transmitter can cost upwards of
$2,000 compared to the average process switch costing around $500. Process plants often have 100 to
1,000 switches installed. To upgrade all switches to transmitters could cost a plant up to $1.5 million.
Consequently, switch manufacturers researched and developed new electronic switches that are capable
of producing both digital and analog signals required for these new modernization projects, while keeping a similar price point to the original mechanical switches currently in service.
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Myth 7:
The response time of transmitters is faster than switches
Without question, electromechanical switches are faster than any transmitter on the market. With transmitters, large amounts of conversions, computations, compensation, and other work must be done to
get an accurate signal. Even with embedding today’s high-speed processor technologies in transmitters,
it cannot match the speed of the instantaneous reaction that new generation solid state electronic
switches or traditional electromechanical devices can deliver. The fastest of these devices can be better
than 50 milliseconds while process transmitters can range from 200-500 milliseconds or more. Newer
electronic transmitter-switch combinations that are housed in the same enclosure can react in 100 milliseconds or less due to the benefit of computational measurement and switching being performed at
the point of measurement. If your application requires fast response, such as in positive displacement
(PD) pumps and turbine trip for over-speed protection, consider new solid-state transmitter-switches over
process transmitters.
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Recommendations
In summary:
l

Electronic pressure and temperature switches with embedded sensors, logic solver/trip alarms, and
relays provide the functionality of three devices in one enclosure.

l

Today, solid state electronic switches are designed as a wire for wire (2 wire) drop in replacement for
older electromechanical switches that upgrades users with diagnostics, 100% adjustable dead band
and reduced inventory.

l

Built-in digital and analog communication can provide users the best of both worlds for controlling
a piece of equipment locally and/or sending information back to a central control system for process
trending and health.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Sestito is a product manager at United Electric Controls (www.ueonline.com) supporting their Pressure and Temperature safety instrumentation approved for hazardous location. John earned his Bachelors of Science degree from Wentworth Institute of Technology in Electromechanical engineering with
a minor concentration in Biomedical devices. With more than 10 plus years of experience in manufacturing, R&D and customer driven product development, for the past 5 years he has been focused on
providing safety automated solutions to the industrial process industries, and is a contributing member
to several ISA-84 process safety technical reporting committees.
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Control Valve Noise
Estimating Made Easy
By Hans D. Baumann, PhD, PE

U

nderstanding and reducing noise from control valves is an important consideration for process
facilities, especially those close to residential areas. After years of working with this issue, the
author developed a simple, graphical method to estimate water noise.

The underlying algorithms were found based on fundamental laws of fluid mechanics and acoustics,

which enable the calculation of the sound levels of turbulent or cavitating water, and thereby simplify the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard method, while at the same time improving accuracy. A simplified graphical method can be a handier alternative to a computerized method. Although
this method, as exhibited, is valid only for water, it could be modified for other fluids as long as the specific gravity and sonic velocity are accounted for.
The results are three graphs (A, B, and C), which condense the equations of the underlying mathematics. The first graph, A, shows sound levels as a function of the given downstream pipe diameter
either in inches or in millimeters and as a function of the relative flow capacity (Cv/D2). (D is in inches,
or 0.0016 x d2 if d is given in mm). The graph also incorporates the pipe’s transmission loss based on
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as the
level
components ofdB(A)
water.values
First, consult your valve’s catalog information to
thecavitation
blue line(red)
and sound
read the
corresponding
If X iscavitation)
larger than
Xfz,forgo
the red
lines
findon
thethe
Xfzleft.
(incipient
factor
thetochosen
valve
and valve travel. If unknown, check the table
(indicating
you have value.
cavitation)
andpressure
read the
below
for an approximate
Take your
ratiodB(A)
factor X (see above) and multiply it by 10. Now
numbers corresponding to the red line based on your
go to the bottom of graph C. If X is smaller than Xfz, then go to the blue line and read the corresponding
given Xfz number and intersecting with the 10X line.
dB(A) values on the left. If X is larger than Xfz, go to the red lines (indicating you have cavitation) and
Now add all dB(A) numbers from A, B, and C,
readand
theyou
dB(A)
numbers
corresponding
to the red
line1 based
will
have the
estimated sound
level
meteron your given Xfz number and intersecting
withfrom
the 10X
theline.
pipe wall. This method is based on the
mathematical
equations
shown
the
resources
Now
add all dB(A)
numbers from
A, B,inand
C, and
you will have the estimated sound level 1 meter
and
considered
within
±5 mathematical
dB(A).
from
theispipe
wall. This accurate
method is to
based
on the
equations shown in the resources and is
Here are some modifiers to note, if applicable:
considered accurate to within ±5 dB(A).
If your pipe is schedule 80, add 4 dB. In case this
Here are some modifiers to note, if applicable:
is a rotary valve, add 3 dB to the total.
If your
pipeFL
is schedule
add 4 dB.
In case
thisthen
is a rotary
If your
factor is80,
different
from
0.7,
add valve, add 3 dB to the total.
If
your
FL factor ∆FL
is different
from 0.7, then add the following ∆FL numbers:
the
following
numbers:

based on the
ther in psia or
s found to the
d to graph C.
d the numbers,
= (P1 – P2 / P1
ressure, P2 the
ssure of water

FL

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

∆FL

–4.4

–2

0

1.7

3.3

4.6

In cases where your fluid is something other
than water, add the following factor NL = 20log
(1448/Ci fluid) + 15log (Þfluid / 998), where Cifluid =
fluid speed of sound (ft/sec) and þfluid = density
of fluid (lbs/ft3).

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

30

9.3

14

18.6

23.3

28

32.6

37.2

42

54

0.68

0.49

0.30

0.30

0.23

0.21

0.20

0.19

0.18

0.17

0.16

0.15

0.30

0.22

0.20

0.18

0.17

0.15

0.13

0.12

0.19
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In cases where your fluid is something other than water, add the following factor
NL = 20log (1448/Ci fluid) + 15log (Þfluid / 998), where Cifluid = fluid speed of sound (ft/sec)
and þfluid = density of fluid (lbs/ft3).
Tabulation of Xfz factors

CV/D2 (D in inches)

3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

30

Cv/d2 x 103 (mm)

4.64

9.3

14

18.6

23.3

28

32.6

37.2

42

54

Globe valve, parb. plug

0.78

0.68

0.49

0.30

Butterfly valve

0.45

0.30

0.23

0.21

0.20

0.19

0.18

0.17

0.16

0.15

Segment ball valve

0.46

0.30

0.22

0.20

0.18

0.17

0.15

0.13

0.12

0.19

We Make Valve Automation Easy!

Build it, See it, Price it, Order it.
Point and click or tap to specify valve type,
end connections, actuator, and accessories.
Model number, price, description, and
photo all update instantly!

Valve
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Test data example:

Test data exam
A size 4-in (1
P1 = 145 psia
Cv = 93.5, FL
X = 0.85, and
From the grap
A = 17 for 4 i
or 5.8 = 695 C
B = 40 for 14
C = 25 interse
Add 3.3 dB(A
Total estimate
85.3 db(A).
Results of com
stated test res

A size 4-in (100-mm) globe valve,
P1 = 145 psia (10 bar), P2 = 22 psia (1.5 bar),
Cv = 93.5, FL = 0.9, rw = 0.25,
X = 0.85, and Xfz = 0.3
From the graphs:
A = 17 for 4 in = 100 mm (use 5.8 = Cv/D2
or 5.8 = 695 Cv/d2), d = mm

ABOUT THE AUT

B = 40 for 145 psia, or 40 for 10 bar(a)

Hans D. Bauman
net), a former
and Masoneilan
mann Valve Co.
U.S. patents and
the Control Valv
ing an honorary
Controls Institut
gineering Societ
important innov
Xi, besides bein
Control Hall of
sented the U.S.
Committee on c

C = 25 intersection of X = 0.85 and Xfz of 0.3
Add 3.3 dB(A) for FL = 0.9 (see above)
Total estimated sound level per the graphs =
85.3 db(A).
Results of computer equations = 87.4 dB(A),
stated test result was 86 dB(A).

RESOURCES

Hans D. Baumann is the author of Fluid Mechanics
of Control Valves: How Valves Control Your Process,
published by ISA (https://www.isa.org/standards-publications/isa-publications/isa-books/) and a world-renowned expert on control valves. He is credited with
more than 100 US patents relating to valve control
technology and has written eight books. Baumann is
an Honorary Member of ISA, ASME, the Fluid Controls Institute, and the Spanish Chemical Engineering
Society; a member of Sigma Xi; and an inductee of the
Automation Control Hall of Fame.

“The Elusive S

www.valve-worl
number.pdf

IEC 60534-8-4
Hydraulic Flui

https://webstore

Control Valve

https://www.isa.

int_42-43.indd 43
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Closed-loop Control
Troubleshooting

By Jacques Smuts, PhD, PE

E

very plant in the process industry most likely has several control loops that do not perform well.
Although there are many factors that may negatively affect control loop performance, a few of
these factors are most common. With some skill and knowledge, it is reasonably easy to identify

which of these common factors is the root cause of poor control loop performance.
With closed-loop control, poor performance typically manifests itself as deviations from set point.
By analyzing these deviations, one can determine if they are caused by suboptimal controller tuning
settings, a poorly performing control valve, insufficient filtering of the measurement signal, or simply
process disturbances where the frequency and magnitude exceed the regulatory capabilities of a control
loop. The diagram (figure 1) can be used as a troubleshooting tool to help determine the root cause of
poor control loop performance.
Much of the troubleshooting that follows requires looking at process trends. Normally these are time
AUTOMATION BASICS

trends of the process variable (PV), set point (SP), and controller output (CO). The time span of the trends

Poor control loop
performance

Figure 1. Troubleshooting
the root cause of poor
control loop performance

Random
deviations

Oscillations

External
origin

Set point
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depends on the dynamic nature of the process-fast-responding processes, such as flow and liquid pressure, require only a few minutes of data for proper analysis, while slow-responding processes may require
data spanning several hours. Control systems have built-in or add-on process historians that can be used
for viewing process trends.

Oscillations
The first step in troubleshooting poor control is to determine if the deviations of the PV from its SP are
random or cyclical in nature. With cyclical deviations, or oscillations, the PV peaks at fairly regular intervals. Random deviations do not have this regularity (figure 2). A visual inspection of the PV trend is all that
is required to make this determination.
Once it has been determined that the control loop is oscillating, one should determine the origin of
the oscillation. A control loop can be causing its own oscillation, or it could be affected by an interacting
oscillation somewhere else in the process. A simple way to determine if the origin of the oscillation lies
within the control loop or has an external source is to put the control loop in manual to see if the oscillation stops or continues. If the oscillation continues, it is likely caused by an external source. The exception
here is if the control valve’s positioner oscillates by itself. This can be determined by leaving the controller
in manual mode, going out to the valve in the field, and seeing if the valve stem is oscillating.
An external source of oscillation could affect a control loop through the process or via the SP (if the
latter is generated by another controller). This determination can be made by looking at a trend of the
SP. It should be easy to see if the SP oscillates. If the SP is oscillating, the control loop generating the set
point should be checked, as described later.
If the oscillation is coming from the process, a bit more detective work is needed. Trends of all the
possible interacting process variables need to be inspected. With highly interactive processes, several control loops may be oscillating at the same frequency. The root cause of multiple oscillations can normally
be found by looking at the trends to see which one of them peaks first. This can also be combined with
looking at which signal has the least distortion (the crispest or cleanest oscillation, such as the triangular

Figure 2. Oscillations
(top trend) versus random
deviations (bottom trend).
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wave in figure 3). The oscillation leading the
others and having the least distortion is most
likely the cause of all the other oscillations.
One can then troubleshoot the source of oscillation further, as described below.
Once the exact loop causing the oscillation has been identified, the root cause can
be determined through a few simple steps.
The oscillation can have one of two causes:
incorrect tuning or a control valve problem.
If the control loop is oscillating because of

Figure 3. The triangular wave (middle trend) leads
the other oscillations and has the least distortion.

tuning, trends of the PV and CO are normally
smooth sine waves (except if the CO runs into upper or lower limits). If a control valve problem is causing
the oscillation, a trend of the CO more closely resembles a triangular wave, while the PV more closely
resembles a square wave (figure 4). Control valve stiction is a common cause of control loop oscillations,
and being a valve problem, it needs to be addressed through control valve maintenance or positioner
tuning. When incorrect tuning settings cause a control loop to oscillate, the PID controller needs to be
tuned again, preferably by using a scientific tuning method, not trial and error.
Another scenario to consider is when two or more closely coupled control loops cause each other
to oscillate. For example, if a pressure-reducing control loop is closely followed in the process by a flow
control loop, the two control loops can appear to be fighting each other, causing both loops to oscillate.
If either one of the controllers is put in manual, both control loops cease to oscillate. In this case, the
most important control loop needs to be tuned for a fast response, and the other loop tuned to respond
three to five times slower. The lambda tuning method lends itself well to tuning the second loop for a
slow response.

Figure 4. Control loop
oscillation caused by
stiction.
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Random deviations
Now on to the case in which the PV deviates from its SP in a random (nonoscillatory) fashion. If the deviations occur very rapidly, much faster than the control loop can respond, the deviations can be considered
to be noise. The best solution for PV noise is to apply a small filter, such as a first-order lag filter, to the
signal. Note that a filter changes the dynamics of the control loop, and consequently the controller has
to be tuned again.
If the deviations are too slow in nature to be considered noise, a filter should not be applied. Because
the PV deviates relatively slowly from its SP, the controller may seem to respond to it too slowly, allowing
large deviations before gaining control over the process. This is likely a result of sluggish tuning, which
calls for the controller to be tuned again for a faster response if possible (as explained later).
Note that deadband in the control valve may create the appearance of the controller responding sluggishly. It takes a while for the controller to traverse the deadband before the control valve actually starts
responding and affecting the process. In this case, controller tuning is not the right solution for the problem, since deadband is a mechanical issue with the control valve. The presence of deadband in a control
valve can be determined by putting the controller in manual mode and making two CO changes in one
direction, and a third change in the opposite direction. Make the second and final steps equal in size and
wait for the PV to settle out after every step. If, after the final step, the PV does not return to the same
value as after the first step, deadband exists in the control valve (figure 5).

Figure 5. Control valve deadband test.
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Also realize that every control loop has a limit on its speed of response. If this limit is exceeded by tuning
the controller for too fast of a response, the control loop will become unstable and oscillate. Best practices
for controller tuning recommends leaving a healthy margin away from the stability limit. If a controller
has been tuned properly, and deviations of PV from the SP are still excessive, it may be the result of the
disturbances being too severe to be handled solely by feedback control. Depending on the cause of the
disturbance, adding cascade, feedforward, or ratio control to the control design could make a significant
improvement.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jacques Smuts, PhD, PE, is the founder and principal consultant of OptiControls, Inc. He has more than
25 years of experience in process control and is the author of the book Process Control for Practitioners.
OptiControls Inc. (www.power-eng.com) provides loop optimization services and training to industrial
companies worldwide.
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GL = liquid specific gravity (water = 1.00)
∆P = pressure differential across the valve

P1

N1 = units constant

I
= fp 2
d

I
fp
= fp 6
d

Valve size

I
= fp 6
d

P2

Flow testing
pressure

Kbv = velocity head loss coefficient for the ball valve
ƒbv = turbulent pipe friction factor associated with the ball valve
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Understanding the Rated
Capacity of Full-bore Ball
Valves
By Marc L. Riveland and Andrew Kinser

D

epending on the methods ball valve manufacturers use to determine their published rated flow
capacities, the resulting value may be different, even for virtually identical valves. Rated flow
capacity of a valve is typically expressed in terms of some type of flow coefficient, currently usually, Cv and Kv. They are equivalent but differ in value due to the units for flow rate and pressure they are
associated with. The ISA and IEC standards recognize both coefficients. Equations are written in terms
of a generic coefficient, C, and units constants, N, that account for the specific coefficient and units.
The preferred method of evaluating these coefficients is by conducting a flow test. Full-bore ball valves
(FBBVs) in the full-open position present some challenges. First, they typically do not fall within the scope
of conventional control valve sizing methods. One of the criteria imposed by these standards to maintain
stated accuracy is that:

Where C = flow coefficient (Cv or Kv ); d = internal diameter; and N18 = units constant (table 1). Note
that Cv is the resulted coefficient when using U.S. standard units, and Kv is the resulted coefficient when
using metric units.
Table 1. Numerical constants N
Constant

Flow coefficient, C
Kv
Cv

Q

P, ∆P

N1

1 x 10-1
1

8.65 x 10-2
8.65 x 10-2
1

m3/h
m3/h
gpm

kPa
bar
psia

N18

8.65 x 10-1

1.00
6.45 x 102
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Values of this expression for typical published FBBV C values range from 0.10 to 0.25, clearly exceeding the threshold value. A second challenge related to the ultrahigh capacities of these valves is that they
may exceed the flow capacity of the test lab.
Attempting to represent the flow capacity of an FBBV in terms of control valve standard methods is
confounding and can be very misleading, especially when comparing different ball valve units. Based on
the control valve C method, published data suggests that a much bigger FBBV is needed to match the
desired capacity of an isolation-type valve. In reality, the two valve types should be the same size.
Engineers specifying FBBVs should ask the supplier how the rated C was determined to make sure
they purchase the correct size. While the flow coefficient C has conditional utility, it is important to understand the definition and evaluation methods for this term as presented in the standards. Following are
two different approaches to evaluating the flow coefficient of a line size FBBV in the full-open position.

Standards-based method (empirical)
This method is based on actual flow testing of the FBBV according to industry standards. The test method
prescribes a test manifold, along with the methods for measuring flow rate and pressure drop to allow
direct calculation of the flow coefficient. The test manifold includes the valve and lengths of straight pipe
upstream and downstream of the valve. The inlet (P1) pressure is measured two pipe diameters upstream
of the valve, and the outlet (P2) pressure is measured at six pipe diameters downstream of the valve.
The flow coefficient at test conditions is calculated from the following equation:

Where Q = volumetric flow rate; GL = liquid specific gravity (water = 1.00); ∆P = pressure differential
across the valve; and N1 = units constant (see table 1). Note that the pressure drop used in equation 2
includes the additional losses associated with the eight diameters of straight pipe. This effect is typically
minimal for most control valves within the scope of the standard, because the valve produces the dominant loss compared to the piping loss. However, the FBBV is essentially a very short piece of straight pipe,
and the test piping losses can actually exceed the losses strictly attributable to the valve in some instances.

Flow model-based method (analytical)
The basis of the analytical approach for computing the flow coefficient C is to start with an estimate of
the static head loss coefficient KL associated with the FBBV. The loss coefficient estimate may be as simple
as assuming the FBBV behaves as a straight pipe and determining friction losses, or a more complex ap-
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proach based on using a specific handbook model. An example of the latter is offered by Crane, which
suggests using the loss coefficient model:

Where Kbv = velocity head loss coefficient for the ball valve and ƒbv = turbulent pipe friction factor
associated with the ball valve. The friction factor may be evaluated from a number of methods and resources but will generally fall in the range of 0.01 to 0.02.
The conversion to flow coefficient C is given by the derived equation

Where d = inside pipe diameter (or in this case ball valve diameter). This analytical method does not
include the effects of upstream and downstream test piping integral to the empirical method.

Figure 1. ISA/IEC valve flow test manifold loss model

Figure 2. Ball valve loss model

Figure 3. Modified loss model including piping losses
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Comparison of methods
To make a meaningful comparison between the two evaluations, the effects of loss from piping must be
treated the same in both models. One approach is to use the analytical method, but to employ a modified model that includes the effects of straight pipe as shown in figure 3.
1. Convert reported flow coefficient to a loss coefficient.
Rearranging equation (4):

2. Add line losses. The equivalent loss coefficient for a given length of pipe of is:

Where l = length of straight pipe; d = inside diameter of pipe; and ƒp = pipe turbulent friction factor.
Therefore,

3. Convert back to the flow coefficient. Calculate the revised coefficient based on the total loss:

Published Cv values for two different ball valve designs are shown in table 2. Even though the two
valves are different brands, the flow paths through them are virtually identical, so the flow coefficients
should be nearly equal. However, brand “X” considers only the losses in the valve, so the flow coefficient
is considerably larger than brand “Y,” which is tested and includes the test manifold piping losses.
Use the analytical adjustments discussed above to make a more meaningful comparison. Flow coefficient values can be estimated considering only the losses in the valve (equation 4). As shown in table 2,
these results are a close match to the values for brand “X.”
When the analytical piping losses are also considered (equation 8), the resulting capacity is much
closer to the tested brand. From this comparison, it can be concluded that even though the published
flow coefficient values for these values are very different, they will both pass the same flow rate under
the same conditions.
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Flow capacity
Representing the flow capacity of full-bore ball valves in the wide-open position presents some challenges. The flow coefficient is very sensitive to whether or not associated test piping frictional losses are
included. Published values for different manufacturers may be based on different approaches. To ensure
a correct selection, understand how the the valve manufacturer determined the flow coefficient.
Table 2. Comparison of published and calculated flow coefficients

Published Cv
Brand X
Brand Y

Analytical method† Cv
w/o piping w/ piping
loss
loss

Valve size

ƒp

d, inches

8

0.014

7.981

9,000

6,040

9300

4,810

12
16

0.013
0.013

12.00
15.25

22,500
37,200

12,300
19,900

21,800
35,200

11,500
18,700

Assume ƒbv = ƒp. Actual value may be less than the pipe friction factor because the
interior surface is machined.
†
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